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This paper concerns a discrete-time Markov decision model with an infinite 
planning horizon. A new optimality criterion and the related optimal policy, 
termed R-optimal one, are proposed. The criterion is much effective comparing 
with the existing criteria because of its availability both for discounting case and 
nondiscounting case in the same form. 
It is shown that there exists a stationary R-optimal policy and it can be found 
in finitely many steps by the policy iteration method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many optimality criteria for a Markovian sequential decision 
process with finitely many states and actions. For the case with a discount 
factor /?, 0 < /? < 1, Blackwell [ 11 has studied fi-optimal policy that maximizes 
the total expected discounted return, and shown that there exists a stationary 
p-optimal policy. 
In the case of /I = 1, the total expected return is typically infinite. Then 
most of authors [5, 61 have used the average return optimal which maximizes 
the long run average return per unit time. Blackwell [I] has defined a l-opti- 
mal as the limitting case of P-optimal and established the existence of a 
stationary l-optimal. He has also proved that Howard’s policy iteration 
method yields a stationary /&optimal policy in finitely many steps. Veinott [lo] 
has established an algorithm that can always find a l-optimal policy. He has 
proposed an optimality criterion called the average overtaking optimal (or 
Veinott optimal), and given a conjecture that there may be a stationary 
average overtaking optimal policy. Denardo and Miller [4] have verified 
Veinott’s conjecture and shown that a stationary policy is l-optimal if and 
only if it is average overtaking optimal. Lippman [S] has pointed out that the 
two criteria are, in fact, equivalent to each other. That is, a policy is l-optimal 
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if and only if it is average overtaking optimal. Recently, Denardo [3] has 
discussed a bias-optimal policy which satisfies a stronger condition than the 
average return optimal does. 
In this paper, we propose a new optimality criterion called R-optimal that 
is defined, roughly speaking, by the ratio of two expected returns [9]. The 
concept is based on the divergence speed of two series. The criterion is much 
effective comparing with the existing criteria because of its availability for 
both the discounting and nondiscounting cases in the same form. Moreover, 
the new optimality criterion will be applicable not only to a Markov decision 
process but also to a wider class of decision problems. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Consider a system that is observed in sequence at time instants labeled 
1, 2,... . At each time instant, the system may be in one of S states numbered 
1, 2,... . Let Fi be the set of actions available in state i (1 < i < S). If the 
system is in state i and action a is chosen from set Fi , then bounded expected 
return r(i, a) is received, and the system is moved to a new state j by the 
probability q(j 1 i, a), where q(j ( i, a) is the conditional probability that the 
system is in statej at time n + 1 (n = 1, 2,...), given that the system was in 
state i and that action a was selected at time n. 
Let F = )(f=, Ai . A policy 7r is a sequence (fi ,f. ,...) from F. Using the 
policy v means that if the system is in state i at time instant n, the action 
chosen at that time instant isfJi>, the i-th coordinate offn . Mathematically, 
= is a function whose domain is the first S integers, and it assumes a valuefi 
in Ai for each i. Letfm = (f,f ,...) and (g,f”) = (g,f,f ,...) forf,g SF. f” is 
called a stationary policy. For any f E F, the S x 1 column vector r(f) 
whose i-th element is r(i, f (i)) and the S x S Markov matrix Q(f) whose 
(i, j) element is q(j ( i, f (i)) are introduced. Thus for the policy r = ( fi , fi ,...), 
we have 
Q&d = Q(fi) Q(fi) a.- Q(fn). 
The vector of total discounted expected returns from the policy w is given by 
~44 = f P”Q,W r(fn+d = 5 44 P”. 
?I=0 ?L=O 
where 0 < /3 < 1 is the discount factor and 
(1) 
QoW = I, the S x S identity matrix. 
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The vector of total expected returns in the period through time instant 1 to n 
using the policy ?T is 
n-1 n-1 
vnv-4 = c Qk(4 Qkfl) 8” = k;. Ak(4 Pk. 
k=O 
(2) 
One of the main objects in Markovian sequential decision problem is to 
find a policy rr that maximizes Eq. (1). For 0 < /3 < 1, such a policy is called 
an optimal /?-discount policy or for short ,%optimal policy. However, for 
/3 = 1, Eq. (1) is typically infinite. Therefore, much efforts to this problem 
have been made by some authors, including Blackwell [l], Veinott [lo] and 
so on. Their concepts are summarized as follows: A policy 7r* will be called 
average return optimal, average overtaking optimal, or overtaking optimal, 
if for all policies n we have, respectively, 
liivm_-if N-l{vN(7r*) - VN(7r)} 2 0, (3) 
liivm_&f N-l f {VJm*) - Vn(7r)} > 0, 
V.=l 
(4) 
and 
lip+$f{Vdn*) - VN(7r)} 2 0, (5) 
where 
N-l 
I/;vb-) = C 8X4 y(.fi+J- 
i=O 
These criteria mentioned above have a common weak point-we must deal 
with the discounted case and the nondiscounted one separately. A new 
optimality criterion proposed in this paper will deal with the situation success- 
fully. 
3. NEW OPTIMAL POLICY 
In order to discuss the divergence speed of the total expected return 
without discounting, we introduce two divergent series C 2n-l and C 1. Let 
Since 
s,=1+2+ . . . + 2n-1=2n - 1, 
S,’ = 1 + 1 + *.. + 1 = n. 
S S’ -?L $-+a2 or s, -+O, 
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S, is far larger than S,‘. Thus it is said that the series C 2”-l diverges faster 
than the series C 1. 
Apply the fact described above to a Markovian decision process and 
introduce a new idea of the optimal policy as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. Let V,s(,) be a vector of the total expected returns in the 
period through time instant 1 to N using the policy r. If 
for two policies VT and r*, then policy rr is better than policy rr*, where 1 is a 
vector whose elements are 1, and the ratio of two vectors VNE(r) and VNs(7r*) 
means the componentwise ratio of them. 
DEFINITION 2. If there exists some policy r* such that for any policy r, 
lim inf VN5(n*) > I 
N+m vlvs(n)’ ’ 
then policy V* is called R-optimal. 
In the following discussions, it will be found that the R-optimal policy 
defined above is useful not only for a discounting case but also for a non- 
discounting one. Moreover, the new optimal policy has the more general 
concept than the p-optimal policy and the average return optimal policy. 
First, we shall show that the set of new optimal policies includes the set of 
j%optimal policies. 
4. DISCOUNTING CASE 
It is well-recognized that the total expected return converges to a finite 
value for a discounting case of 0 < j3 < 1. Blackwell [l] defines a p-optimal 
policy which maximizes Eq. (1). In this section we show that the set of 
R-optimal policies includes the set of /I-optimal policies. 
THEOREM 1. If policy n-* is a j&optimal policy, then T* is an R-optimal 
policy. 
Proof. From the definition of the p-optimal policy [I], the inequality 
follows for any policy fl: 
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Thus, 
Since 
we have 
for any policy 7~. 
Thus, from Definition 2, policy r* is an R-optimal policy. This completes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 2. If for any f E F 
vn6(n*) > 1 
!+z VnB(f, ?r*) ’ ’ 
then policy z-* is an R-optimal policy. 
Proof. From the hypothesis 
v?z6(r*) 
pi vnyT*) 
!+z VnB(f, CT*> = r-2 -c/‘,B(f, ?T*) 
Vdn*) > 1. 
= Vdf, n*) ’ 
Then, 
I/bcn*> 3 VB( f! r*> for anyf EF. 
Let L( f) be the monotone transformation such as 
L(f) w = r(f) + @2(f) w 
for S X 1 column vector w. 
Thus, 
V,(f> 4 = L(f) v,(4 
Therefore, 
V,(,“> 2 L(f) vh-“1 for anyf EF. 
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Hence, 
4fn) v3(,“) d Vbh”) for any policy r. 
From the monotonicity of L(f,) . ..L(fn-J. we get 
L(fl) . ..L(fn) T/o(m*) G-qfl) ..‘qfn-l) VBb”). 
Thus, 
IA?., 
Vf3vB(~“) 3 V,(fl ,.*.,fn 9 n*) for all 71, 
n-1 
V,b*) > k&8”Qd4 y(frc+d + SnQn(4 vd~*)- 
Then, 
V&r*> 3 V&4 as n-tco. 
Therefore, v* is P-optimal and by Theorem 1 v* is R-optimal. This completes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 3. If 
then 
Proof. From the hypothesis, 
lim ‘~‘(f, ~> 
n-m v,yn-) 
Vdf? 4 > 1 
=T/oo * 
Thus, 
v,fJ 4 > V&h 
i.e., 
L(f) v,(n) > v&4 
Then, 
Jvf > GM > L”-Y f > v&9 foralln> 1. 
Therefore, 
K3(f,...,f, n> > V,(f, m). 
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Letting n 03, we have 
Vdf”> b VB(fJ 4. 
Thus, 
That is, 
This completes the proof. 
Let G(i, f) denote the set of a such that satisfies the inequality 
for any f E F, where 
V,%f) = (VnS(fNi . 
THEOREM 4. 
(1) If G(i, f) = 4 for any i, then f m is an R-optimal policy. 
(2) Ifg(R) E G(R, f) for some R andg(i) = f (i), whenever g(i) $ G(i, f ), then 
Proof. From the definition of G(i, f ), the equation 
lip vnB(i, .i?.f”) V&L gf”) 
t2-m vnyi, f “) V& f “) 
= +g(i)) + B C di i i, g(i)> Y9(i9f “) > 
Vhf “) 
holds if and only if g(i) E G(i, f). Thus if G(i, f) = + for all i, then 
V,(f “) 
V,(g,f”) a l 
for all i. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1, f m is /?-optimal. This implies that f m is R-optimal. 
THEOREM 5. There exists at least a stationary R-optimal poky for 
o<g<1. 
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Proof. Choose an arbitrary policy f m. Either f” is R-optimal or there 
exists a stationary policy g” such that 
by Theorem 4. Since F is a finite set, we can find a policy f * by finite steps 
such that G(i,f *) becomes $J for all i by using Theorem 4. Then, for any 
geF, 
VnS(f *7 
!E vnyg, f *“) 3 l. 
By Theorem 1, 
lim ~~e(f *m) > 1 
n-m V,B(Tf) ’ 
for all r. Then f *m is R-optimal. The proof is complete. 
Theorem 4 implies an algorithm to find a stationary R-optimal policy, 
which is the modification of Howard’s policy iteration method. 
Let A@) be the set of /?-optimal policies and a be the set of R-optimal 
policies. Define the set F(p) by 
FU-0 = {f EF :f m E 4% o<g<1. 
Then the following Theorem holds. 
THEOREM 6. If the policy n is a sequence from F(p), then n E 8. 
Proof. From Lippman [7], if 7r is a sequence from F(p), then r E A@). 
Then it is clear that if v E A@), then m E w by Theorem 1. 
5. NONDISCOUNTING CASE 
For the case of j3 = 1, the total expected return from a given policy is 
typically infinite. Then most of authors consider the criterion of average rate 
of return. Their most disadvantageous point is to use different criteria for the 
discounting and non-discounting cases. However, the new optimality criterion 
introduced in Section 3 can be used in both cases. 
For /3 = 1, lim infn+m Vms(r) does not always exist and we cannot consider 
separately the numerator and the denominator of Definition 2. Thus we 
consider the following equation: 
lim inf J&k!- = lim inf 
J- Vh) 
’ 
n+m v&r*) n-rm 
; vJn*) * 
(6) 
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Since it is well-known that there exists 
Eq. (6) becomes 
v&4 
li%sf v,(n*) 
44 
=U(n*). (7) 
Particularly, for stationary policies f” and g”, 
lim inf ‘,(f”) -= 
n--fm Vk”) 
lip ‘,(f”) _ u(f) S*(f) y(f) 
n+m V&J”) u(g) Q*(g) f-(g) ’ 
where 
Q*(f) = In;_mm I+ Q(f) + Q”(f) + ... + Q”(f) n+l 
THEOREM 7. For all CT, there exists f * E F such that 
lim inf vJf *=) > 1 
n+m v&4 ’ * 
Proof. From Theorem 5, there exists a stationary R-optimal policy rrp for 
0 < /3 < 1. That is, for any rr, 
Note that the number of elements in F is finite. We can choose a sequence 
&h=l.l,... , lb,, P,t = 1, such that rBxBK =f*m. It is well-known that if for 
a sequence of matrices {CJ, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
then 
l$n(l - p) i P”C, = c* 
7L=O 
by Abelian Theorem. Applying this fact to the sequence {A,(T~~)}, we have 
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and 
Thus, 
Then, 
n-1 
lim inf 
; &b-e,) 
Vnh3J 
n-t- n-1 
$ Ah) 
= Lt V,(n) > l. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 7 implies that there exists a stationary R-optimal policy for 
nondiscounting case. 
The R-optimal policy may be found by Definitions 1 and 2, but it is 
complicated to compute V,(T), the total expected return in the period 
through time instant 1 to 12, using policy 7~. Therefore, the following Theorem 
is useful as the easy method of computation. 
THEOREM 8. If 
lim inf -FJrr) > 1 
n-t= A,0 ’ 
then policy T is better than policy 7r*. 
Proof. Assume that 
Ad4 li:inf A,(n*) = L(> 1). 
Then, for all 71 corresponding to any positive vector E, there exists a positive 
integer m such as 
(L - 4 A&*) -=z A&-) -=c W + 4 A&-*) (n b ml. 
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Since Cz=‘=, A,(n*) diverges to + co, for n 3 m, we get 
v&4 VW&) + 4n+,(4 + ... + 4n) -= 
v&*) v?&*) + &+,(n*) + ... + &(m*) 
< V?JT) + (L + 6) mz+1(~*) + *.. + 4n*N 
kn,l(~“) + ... + A(n*) 
= w + l > + v&d An+, + ... + &(~*) 
Similarly, 
<L +2c. 
v744 ___ >L -22r. 
v7&*> 
Then, 
v&4 lirnkf VncT*j = L(> 1). 
That is, policy r is better than policy n*. This completes the proof. 
By Theorem 5 and Theorem 7, we have our main theorem as follo:sw 
THEOREM 9. There exists always a stationary R-optimal policy in both cases. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have considered a discrte-time Markov decision problem 
and proposed a new optimal policy, called R-optimal, by Definitions 1 and 2. 
It has been proved that there exists at least a stationary R-optimal policy; 
it has also been pointed out that the stationary R-optimal policy can be found 
by a modified policy iteration method. Moreover, an R-optimal policy (not 
always stationary) can be found by the easy computational method as in 
Theorem 6. 
The most advantageous point of our optimality criterion is that, in spite 
of discounting or nondiscounting, we can deal with the problems by the 
same manner. 
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